
CDC stands for “Child Death Cult” … nationwide child sacrifice ritual disguised as
“immunization”

Description

USA: With the CDC’s outlandish decision to add covid-19 “vaccines” — which are really
transhumanism mRNA experimental drugs — to the childhood immunization schedule, the CDC has
cemented its position as a Child Death Cult (C.D.C.). By pushing this unproven, unsafe and
unnecessary jab onto children, the CDC proves it is operating as a shield for Big Pharma while 
sacrificing millions of children to vaccine injuries and deaths over the coming years.

This decision by the CDC has no medical or scientific justification whatsoever, and it’s abundantly clear
the CDC made this move to grant a liability shield to Big Pharma (all vaccines added to the childhood
immunization schedule enjoy absolute legal liability in the United States). Even Dr. Robert Malone,
inventor of mRNA technology, can hardly believe what we’re seeing here. “I am shocked by the
malfeasance,” he wrote. “I have no trust left at all in our public health. It is broken.”

Here’s more from Dr. Malone, via LifeSiteNews.com:

This means that public schools, which all use this schedule, will then be able to mandate the “vaccines” 
in order for children to attend public school.

This is all being done at the last minute and basically behind the backs of the public, as this received 
virtually no media attention prior to the vote.

ACIP’s decision to add the COVID-19 shots is based on regulatory capture, budgetary issues, politics, 
and it is not based on scientific data.

We all know the adverse event profile of the jabs. It is horrific. The small sample size in the clinical 
trials were poorly designed and inadequately powered.

We all know other countries have completely stopped vaccinating children with these products.
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If they add these jabs to the childhood schedule, it will completely break the trust of the American 
family in the CDC, as it should.

The CDC, it turns out, is nothing more than a child murdering vaccine holocaust factory.

Learn more in today’s hard-hitting Situation Update podcast

Here’s some of what’s covered today:

– CDC declares war on children with covid-19 “vaccine” schedule
– Schools can now MANDATE covid-19 vaccines for all children
– Total legal liability for vax manufacturers
– Children will now be injured or KILLED by the millions
– Global INFERTILITY has now been unleashed – “Children of Men”
– Dr. Malone blasts total corruption of CDC
– HHS officials dumped stock in early 2020, they KNEW what was coming
– 95% of corpses received covid vaccination within last 2 weeks
– FDA quick to recall FOOD that hurts people, but never VACCINES that kill people
– UK cardiologist calls for pulling all vaccines off the market NOW
– Swiss government DESTROYS 9 million expired Moderna vaccines
– Huge scam to BUY them, then DESTROY them, while enriching Big Pharma
– Mississippi water levels so low, barge traffic reaches “disastrous” levels
– HUNDREDS of crimes found on Hunter Biden’s laptop, including money laundering and drugs
– Diesel fuel inventories in the USA plummet to just 25 days
– British government plunged into total chaos as Liz Truss resigns, Tory party in collapse
– Electric vehicle owners shocked to learn about $20K battery replacement costs

by Mike Adams

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Disasters-Crisis-Depopulation-Genocide
3. Health-Wellness-Healing-Nutrition & Fitness
4. Main
5. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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